Stimulus-evoked modulation of sensorimotor pyramidal neuron EPSPs.
Sensory cortical neurons display substantial receptive field dynamics during and after persistent sensory drive. Because a cell's response properties are determined by the inputs it receives, receptive field dynamics are likely to involve changes in the relative efficacy of different inputs to the cell. To test this hypothesis, we have investigated if brief repetitive stimulus drive in vitro alters the efficacy of two types of corticocortical inputs to layer V pyramidal cells. Specifically, we have used whole cell recordings to measure the effect of repetitive electrical stimulation at the layer VI/white matter (WM) border on the synaptic response of layer V pyramidal cells to corticocortical input evoked by electrical stimulation of layer I or layer II/III and emulated by local application of glutamate. Repetitive stimulation (10 Hz for 3 s) at the layer VI/WM border transiently potentiated excitatory postsynaptic potentials (EPSPs) evoked by electrical stimulation of layer II/III by 97 +/- 12% (mean +/- SE). The recovery of EPSP amplitude to its preconditioning value was well-described by a single-term decaying exponential with a time constant of 7.2 s. The same layer VI/WM conditioning train that evoked layer II/III EPSP potentiation frequently caused an attenuation of layer I EPSPs. Similarly, subthreshold postsynaptic responses to local glutamate application in layers II/III and I were potentiated and attenuated, respectively, by the conditioning stimulus. Potentiation and attenuation could be evoked in the same cell by repositioning the glutamate puffer pipette in the appropriate layer. The conditioning stimulus that led to the transient modification of upper layer EPSP efficacy also evoked a slow depolarization in glial cells. The membrane potential of glial cells recovered with a time course similar to the dissipation of the potentiation effect, suggesting that stimulus-evoked changes in extracellular potassium (ECK) play a role in layer II/III EPSP potentiation. Consistent with this proposal, increasing the bath concentration of ECK caused a substantial increase of layer II/III EPSP amplitude. EPSP potentiation was sensitive to postsynaptic membrane potential and, more importantly, was significantly weaker for synaptic currents than for synaptic potentials, suggesting that it involves the recruitment of a postsynaptic voltage-dependent mechanism. Two observations suggest that layer II/III EPSP potentiation may involve the recruitment of postsynaptic sodium channels: EPSP potentiation was strongly reduced by intracellular application of N-(2,6-dimethyl-phenylcarbamoylmethyl) triethylammonium bromide (QX-314) and responses to local glutamate application were potentiated by high ECK in the presence of cadmium but not in the presence of tetrodotoxin. The results demonstrate a novel way in which brief periods of repetitive stimulus drive are accompanied by rapid, transient, and specific alterations in the functional connectivity and information processing characteristics of sensorimotor cortex.